Cordless wheeled lawnmower

For electric convenience, without the cable. Petrol freedom without the maintenance

- 24V system, for more power and longer run time.
- 40cm (16 inch) metal blade.
- Ideal for regular mowing of medium to large sized lawns.
- Quiet.
- Unique, advanced switch system for easy, comfortable right or left handed use.
- Large capacity 65 litre grassbag.
- Can be used with or without the grassbag.
- Central height of cut adjustable.
- Run Time - Approx. 50 minutes in light use.
- Charge Time - Approx. 16 hours (from cut to cut).
- Cuts up to 800 m².

Features

Motor Power ......................... 24 Volts
Cutting Width ....................... 40 cm
Heights of cut ....................... 6 (20 - 70 mm)
Grassbox Capacity ................. 65 Litres
Weight (Unpacked) ................. 28 Kg
Weight (Packed) .................... 34 Kg